New Materials in the Ozark Regional Library System

If you don’t see it at your local branch, ask your librarian to order it for you (or you can go to our online catalogue and place a hold on the item yourself). Remember, a library card is free!

Fiction

- Ailes, Kat. *The Expectant Detectives*
- Ascher, Aurora. *Sanctuary of the Shadow*
- Blake, Matthew. *Anna O*
- Cameron, W. Bruce. *Love, Clancy*
- Carey, M. R. *Infinity Gate*
- Delany, Vicki. *The Sign of Four Spirits*
- Eason, Lynette. *Double Take*
- Fisher, Suzanne Woods. *The Quieting*
- Grumley, Michael C. *Deep Freeze*
- Hepworth, Sally. *The Soulmate*
- Kahler, Abbott. *Where You End*
- Milan, Courtney. *The Duke Who Didn’t*
- O’Donnell, Michael. *Above the Fire*
- Patterson, James, & Brian Sitts. *Holmes, Marple, & Poe*
- Robb, J. D. *Random in Death*

Non-Fiction

- Armstrong, Julian. *Made in Quebec: A Culinary Journey*
- Blizzard, Kristen & Trent. *Wild Mushrooms: A Cookbook and Foraging Guide*
- Casey, Greg, & Justin Buckley Dyer. *A Guide to the Missouri Constitution*
- Gundry, Steven R. *Gut Check: Unleash the Power of Your Microbiome to Reverse Disease and Transform Your Mental, Physical, and Emotional Health*
- Haynes, Natalie. *Divine Might: Goddesses in Greek Myth*
- Henderson, Caspar. *A Book of Noises: Notes on the Auraculous*
- Taubes, Gary. *Rethinking Diabetes: What Science Reveals About Diet, Insulin, and Successful Treatments*
- Youn, Anthony. *Younger for Life: Feel Great and Look Your Best with the New Science of Autojuvenation*
- Young, Dannagal Goldthwaite. *Wrong: How Media, Politics, and Identity Drive Our Appetite for Misinformation*
YA Fiction/Non-fiction

- Horowitz, Anthony. *Alex Rider: Nightshade Revenge*
- Marr, Melissa. *Fragile Eternity*

J Fiction/Non-Fiction

- Abendanon, Lucille. *The Songbird and the Rambutan Tree*
- Baptiste, Tracey. *Minecraft: The Crash*
- Havrelock, Deidre; illustrated by Edward Kay. *Indigenous Ingenuity*
- Hickey, Caroline; illustrated by Kelly Murphy. *Ginny Off the Map*
- Kinney, Jeff. *Diary of a Wimpy Kid: No Brainer*
- Montgomery, L. M. *The Emily Starr Series: All Three Novels*

Picture Books

- Ketner, Carla; illustrated by Paula Wallace. *Ted Kooser: More Than a Local Wonder*
- Pagani, Balthazar. *How to Draw a Graphic Novel*
- Robinson, Christian. *You Matter*
- Ruiz, Cecilia. *Mr. Fiorello’s Head*
- Say, Allen. *Miss Irwin*
- Shute, Linda. *Remind Me*
- Takahashi, J. P.; illustrated by Minako Tomigahara. *Tokyo Night Parade*

Large Print

- Salazar, Noelle. *The Roaring Days of Zora Lily*
- Shepherd-Robinson, Laura. *The Square of Sevens*
- *Under Western Stars*

Audiobooks

- Evans, Richard Paul. *A Step of Faith*
- Friedman, Jane. *How to Publish Your Book*
- Russell, Christopher. *Brind and the Dogs of War*

Video (DVD)

- *Rigoletto*